Connect the Dots
Who is the narrator of Snappsy’s story?
Connect the dots and see!
Word Search

Help Snappsy do his grocery store shopping by circling all the items he wants to buy!

M A P P L E S D A R Q F
Z P L O Y E W S D J K M
N H G P O R P A S T A X
B N Q C Y U I P I K L D
R C N O M M T O C X P H
I H M R L D A R F G R M
P E A N U T B U T T E R
T D U M Z R R E M N T C
W D R T Y I E P O M Z B
C A Y V P E A R S K E H
G R P R H F D T Y I L X
Z C V B N U R I A Q S T
D P U D D I N G K L N M

Pudding    Popcorn    Pretzels
Peanut Butter    Cheddar    Pasta
Pita Bread    Apples    Pears
Maze

Help Snappsy navigate through the maze to get back to his lopsided shack home!
Coloring Page

Snappsy the Alligator Did Not Ask to Be on This Coloring Page!
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Instructions:
1.) Color the pieces of the picture of Snappsy on SHAPE A and SHAPE B.
2.) Cut out both shapes along the dark bold lines.
3.) Fold SHAPE A along the dotted lines. Fold Side 1 down first, then fold Side 2 (the side with the Snappsy picture) on top.
4.) Using a glue stick or tape, stick Side 2 down on top of Side 1.
5.) Using a glue stick or tape, stick SHAPE B inside the pocket you’ve made with SHAPE A, so that both pieces of the Snappsy picture line up.
6.) You’re done! Slip the bookmark over the page of the book you’re reading to mark your place!